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The new 2006 2nd edition of Gail Howard s book, Lotto Winning Wheels for Powerball & Mega

Millions, has several systems that let you wheel ALL 55 Powerball numbers and ALL 56 Mega

Millions numbers. Wheeling means choosing a large group of numbers which you simply place in

the lettered boxes. Fast and easy to use as A-B-C! And affordable, too. Systems in this book range

in price from $2. Of the 190 systems, 87 cost $20 or less to play; 46 cost $10 or less, and 17 cost $5

or less. All the systems have guaranteed wins which means specific minimum win guarantees. The

minimum and maximum number of multiple prizes possible to win (both with and without the 6th

number) is shown for each system in the book. Use these systems also for California SuperLotto,

Kansas Super Cash, Hot Lotto, Wild Card 2, Australian Powerball, England Thunderball, Greek

Tzoker, India Thunderball and Turkey Sans Topu.
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I bought this book, because I thought I will get some new insights on the big money lotteries, but I

do not think there is anything of value there. I have the older book of Gail Howard; used to play

Fantasy 5; 2 of 5 and 3 of 5 are the highest prizes I have ever won. Do not get caught by the hype:

This book won't tell you how to win the big money lotteries - in fact, all that Gail Howard says is that

it's very difficult to predict the Powerball ball, and the Powerball ball cannot be wheeled anyway.

Guess I shouldn't have spent my money to learn that... The book is no different from her previous

book, Lotto Wheel Five to Win. Well, the new one has some shorter wheels than the previous one

(that is why I give two stars), but if you are into wheeling, you will be able to find them elsewhere.

The book has a very long section (some 20+ pages) of ads about Howard's other books and



software. Hey, you pay for that too! You'd be better off spending your $$ on a couple of extra

tickets...

I found her concept very, VERY good, BUT, unless you're really flush and can afford to spend a

great deal of money for a LOT of number combinations per game, it certainly doesn't increase your

odds much. Now... there ARE folks who can afford, and DO buy, many ticket combinations per

game... so for THEM this may be helpful; however, for the average person who buys only a few

number combinations each game, this is a waste of time. Sorry Gail :o( !!

I don't really care about what anyone else says regarding Gail. I had to buy the book myself and

read it. She writes the book to slow-walk you from how the game works to how to pick the best

number to give yourself a chance to win. I have not won any jackpots, but I have won $100 on

numerous occasions. A couple of times had I used the same number for 2-4 drawing I would have

taken home a 2nd and 3rd prize. I was so confident in her book that I bought the computer program

that she has that takes the game a step further and makes it easy for you to pick the numbers. I love

the computer program and have used it for the past 6 years on and off. It requires a bit of work and

you have to evaluate your financial situation and pick the correct wheel and numbers. If you are

looking for someone to tell you how to win the Jackpot, don't buy any books. If some had the

blueprint on how to win, why would they share it? But if you'd like to give yourself the best chance

possible to win the Jackpot buy this book and the subsequent program. I don't get paid for this, Gail

doesn't know me nor am I shy about how I feel. If you have any question, hit me up. We can talk all

day. Gail has the best program out there BAR NONE! I did a year of research looking for a way to

win the lotto. This is your best bet. Trust me on this one.

This is nothing new from Gail Howard, or at all. These wheeling systems can be worked out

mathematically, without paying for this book. There are also lots of websites that offer number

generators and wheeling system explanations for free. If you want it all spelled out for you then buy

this book, but if you are willing to do a little mathematical work check out lottery information website

like [...].

I used Balanced Wheel 54108PB on 3-23-13 and won $324 on Hot Lotto game. Four out of five

lines won on same ticket. First two lines hit three numbers each and lines 3 & 4 hit four numbers

each, line 5 didn't hit one. I missed the Hot Ball by 1, I had #17 chosen but it turned out to be #18.



That's the only number that you can't "wheel" or predict with any "pattern". I put pattern in

parenthesis because numbers are random BUT you c-a-n sometimes see a pattern of what's been

hitting on a regular basis in last 8-10 games played. That's how I hit what I did and wheeled

additional numbers in that "should" be showing soon. But like I said, and Gail also said in this book,

You can't wheel the Powerball, Hot Ball, or Mega Ball numbers but you can the other five. The

Lottery Commission has changed all games adding numbers making it harder. I also hit 3 numbers

on 2 lines of same ticket on 10-05-13 for $36 but chose #11 for Hot Ball and it turned out to be #13.

That win alone paid for the book. And yes, those wins were before The Lottery Commission

changed all the games by adding numbers but the system still works I believe to a degree anyway.

It's simply playing "smarter" by increasing your odds some rather than leaving it all to fate. I would

recommend getting this book. I'm thinking about getting the software so I can wheel my numbers

and get them on paper faster instead of holding book open with one hand and writing with other

while ticket is sliding around.

Gail Howard's book title is deceiving -- the lotto wheels are for 5 numbers, NOT for Powerball or

Mega Millions. Most importantly, why pay for worthless `reduced lottery systems'? There are several

packages of FREE lotto wheels, including for 7-numbers, Powerball, Mega Millions, Euromillions

(true wheels: `5+1' and `5+2'). They include FREE software to wheel the numbers (replace the

system numbers by players' lotto picks).saliu . com / lottowheel . htmlThe lotto wheels do NOT really

work in favor of the lottery player -- unless they are DYNAMIC. You can download software that

generates dynamic lottery wheels, for 7-numbers, Powerball, Mega Millions, Euromillions.At the

above site you can also find an analysis of lottery mathematics, including the LOTTO DESIGNS

started at a Canadian University.
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